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In this paper, we investigate quantum algorithms for graph colouring problems, in
particular for 2- and 3-colouring of graphs. Our main goal is to establish a set of quantum
representations and operations suitable for the problem at hand. We propose unitary-
as well as measurement-based quantum computations, also taking inspiration from
answer set programming, a form of declarative programming close to traditional logic
programming. The approach used is one in which we first generate arbitrary solutions to
the problem, then constraining these according to the problem’s input. Though we do not
achieve fundamental speed-ups, our algorithms show how quantum concepts can be used
for programming and moreover exhibit structural differences. For example, we compute
all possible colourings at the same time. We compare our algorithms with classical ones,
highlighting how the same type of difficulties give rise to NP-complete behaviour, and
propose possible improvements.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
It is well-known that quantum resources permit superior information processing power. This is established by the
flourishing area of quantum information theory [15], and further manifested by the arrival of practical implementations of
quantum cryptographic protocols (Id Quantique, MagiQ). One would expect quantum computing, or the discipline engaged
with determining how quantum resources facilitate computation, likewise to supply a body of results establishing this
superior power. However, in this area recent progress has been slow. While in the early days it was here that all the
action took place – culminating with the algorithms of Shor [17] and Grover [12] – no fundamentally new algorithms have
been developed since. Indeed, though new algorithms are regularly being reported, these are often variations on a theme
or solutions to artificial problems with as main goal to derive some quantum complexity theoretical result. Pessimism is
surfacing in quantum computation: maybe there are to be no general-purpose quantum computers, but rather we will have
a family of black-box quantum components performing factoring and the like.
Themain problemwith the systematic development of quantum computations is the counterintuitive nature of quantum
mechanics. Our brain simply is not trained to deal with situations which one cannot divide-and-conquer, and it is precisely
these circumstances which prove to be promising for computational breakthroughs. Indeed, we need to harness and at the
same time exploit entanglement, that featurewhichmediates between the inherent parallel computation power of quantum
states and the nondeterministic readout of one sequential path. But computer science has learned from the development
of the multitude of computational paradigms that now make up its body of knowledge. Techniques do exist to identify
prime computational concepts (through experimentation) and to build up a programming environment upon these through
the key notion of abstraction. Note that language development through abstraction is a typically bottom-up process, where
computational concepts are identified in low-level computations and provided as primitives at a higher level.
But, there is a second important reason to adopt a bottom-up approach to solving problems that may benefit from
quantum speedup: the result that Grover’s algorithm for database search is optimal [3]. Indeed, we could solve problems
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in NP by listing all elements of the solution space into a database and retrieving the solutions to the problem at hand via
database search. The optimality of Grover’s algorithm states indisputably that one cannot use this brute force approach
to solve problems in NP efficiently with quantum computers, since Grover’s algorithm provides only a quadratic speedup.
Therefore, if one expects to increase efficiency for this type of problem beyond a quadratic speedup, one needs to exploit the
structure of the problem.Hence the bottom-up approach thatwepropose proceeds through structure-dependent operations,
thus potentially paving the way for more fundamental speed-ups.
If we look at quantum algorithms, we see that their authors used their intimate knowledge of quantummechanics – and
their superior brain power – to leapfrog the usual abstraction mechanisms that we are used to in classical computation. Our
goal is to start a systematic, bottom-up development of quantum computations by establishing a typical set of quantum
operations and procedures. We propose to start our search in the area of graph algorithms, as this promises to be a fruitful
area of quantum applications. Indeed, graph algorithms are sure to benefit fromparallelisation, while on the other hand they
contain a number of NP-complete problems which may be liable for quantum speedup. Furthermore, as this article shows
many concepts from graph theory, or at least graph colouring, are suitably expressed via quantum concepts. We focus on
graph colouring in particular because of several reasons. First, it has barely been studied before in a quantumcontext. Second,
colouring problems cover a whole range of classical complexity behaviour, with problems in P, NP as well as NP-complete
problems. Finally, we should add that within the broader context of programming paradigm development, our guide has
been the classical logic-based paradigm known as answer set programming (ASP) [11]. Its typical approach of first generating
all solutions and then constraining them according to the problem at hand is easily mapped to a quantum setting and for
this reason we expect this to be a fruitful foraging ground for quantum computations. Graph colouring fits very well within
the ASP paradigm and therefore has been our leading example in these investigations.
To our knowledge, graph colouring has only been studied in [10]. The approach there is one of heuristic search and is
fundamentally different from what we are trying to achieve. Other graph algorithms have been investigated in a quantum
setting: see for example [2,5,7]. However, as in these articles the focus is on proving lower bounds on quantum complexity,
the results are very different in flavour. Typically the graph problems that are considered are decidability problems and
one relies on known tools such as Grover search or quantum walks [13]. These general tools are combined with a problem-
specific input which one can query for information. The goal is to minimise the number of queries (the quantum query
complexity) as well as the time the algorithm takes. Thus, there is one algorithm for a group of problems, say finding a
Hamiltonian circuit in a graph, while the structure of the problem is introduced through the input, for example a matrix
representation of that graph. Our approach couples input to algorithm, that is to say, while we find some general-purpose
operators, our algorithms are problem-specific. As such, query complexity does not make sense in our context.
The structure of this paper is as follows. The next section lists some notation and theory required later on, both on the
level of graph theory and quantum computation. Next, we give a quantum algorithm for 2-colouring in Section 3. Section 4
tackles the much harder problem of colouring a graph with three colours. We conclude in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Quantum computing
We assume that the reader is acquainted with the basic notions of quantum mechanics and quantum computation.
Those who are not may wish to refer to the excellent [15]. For convenience, we list the main concepts and results that
are encountered below.
We generally denote quantum systems by |ψ〉, using Dirac’s bra-ket notation. The best-known quantum system is the
two-dimensional qubit, with as most general state |ψ〉 = a|0〉+b|1〉, where a and b are complex numbers called amplitudes
and |0〉 and |1〉 are the basis states. Quantum states should always be normalised, that is |a|2 + |b|2 = 1.1 However, in the
case that all amplitudes are equal we sometimes omit the normalisation factor for brevity, instead taking all amplitudes
equal to one. A system of n qubits generally is described by a superposition of 2n terms. We sometimes write |i〉 for basis
states in these superpositions, where the number i should be read in binary. For example |3〉 = |011〉 if n = 3. Quantum
systems exist in all dimensions and in particular we rely on 3-dimensional quantum systems, or qutrits, below. The most
general qutrit state is of the form |ψ〉 = a|0〉+ b|1〉+ c|2〉with |a|2+ |b|2+ |c|2 = 1. Again, we omit normalisation factors
when they are clear from the context. A system of n qutrits corresponds to 3n superposition terms, and in this case |i〉 should
be read in ternary. For example |5〉 = |012〉 if n = 3.
Quantum states are manipulated via two types of operations: unitary transformations and measurements. A unitary is
just a rotation in complex vector space. It is denoted by U and should satisfy U .UĎ = UĎ.U = I , where Ď is the conjugate
transpose and I is the identity matrix. Typical unitaries that we encounter below are the Pauli flip matrix and the Hadamard
transform, for qubits respectively given by
X =
(
0 1
1 0
)
H = 1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
. (1)
1 For real numbers, as is the case in what is stated below, these are just normal squares of numbers.
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The X gate flips |0〉 to |1〉 and vice versa, while via H one can create an equal superposition, a superposition in which for a
system of n qubits all 2n terms occur with the same amplitudes. Any of these operators with a subscript j implies that the
operator in question acts upon the j-th qubit. Of course there are also quantum operations that operate on more than one
qubit; in this case multiple indices indicate which qubits are being transformed. These unitary transforms or gates can be
generalised to qutrits. The Pauli gate for qutrits is is defined on basis states in precisely the sameway as the X gate for qubits
used previously,
X |j〉 = |j⊕ 1〉, (2)
where⊕ denotes addition modulo 2. For qutrits we only require the Hadamard gate’s behaviour on |0〉, which is given by
H|0〉 = |0〉 + |1〉 + |2〉√
3
. (3)
In this case also we can create equal superpositions of qutrits through H .
Quantum measurements are denoted by M , and are defined by a set of orthogonal projectors that sum to the identity
matrix of the Hilbert space under consideration. The effect of a measurement on the quantum state is a projection onto one
of the subspaces determined by the projectors, and is a probabilistic process. Probabilities are determined by the amplitudes
of the quantum state. The measurement outcome, which in the lab corresponds to some actual physical readout, is in our
case just taken to be a label distinguishing what projection occurred. The measurements we encounter below typically split
up the Hilbert space into two, where one projection corresponds to an intended action and the other does not, situations
labelled with outcomes 0 and 1 respectively. However, the undesired projection can sometimes be corrected for, restoring
the probabilistic nature of measurement to a deterministic process. This approach is known asmeasurement-based quantum
computation [16] and is a paradigmatically different though equivalent means of quantum computing, next to the usual
quantum circuit paradigm that relies on transforming qubits with unitaries. Both approaches will figure in our quantum
computations below.
2.2. Graph theory
The problem considered in this paper is that of colouring an undirected graph. We denote an arbitrary undirected graph
G(V , E), with vertices V = {1, . . . , n}, and edges E = {eij, i, j ∈ V }. Here, eij denotes an edge between vertices i and j,
|V | = n and |E| = m. Note that the maximum number of edges is n.(n− 1)/2. A k-colouring of a graph is an assignment of
k colours to the vertices of the graph such that no two adjacent vertices share the same colour.
In the sections below, we require an ordering of graph edges by what is known as the depth-first traversal (DFT) of the
given graph. Here, we give precise definitions of this procedure. Intuitively, a DFT of a graph is a means of restructuring the
graph as a tree with certain edges added, the latter indicating its non-tree-like structure. To construct a DFT one first selects
an arbitrary vertex to be the root of tree, then exploring as far as possible along each branch before backtracking. Formally,
the algorithm is specified as follows [18]. Note that the colours mentioned below are for convenience and in order to state
the subsequent theorem; they have nothing to do with graph colouring as such.
Depth-first traversal of a graph. Given a graph G(V , E), select a fixed but arbitrary vertex i0 ∈ V . For each node i that is
reached execute the following steps.
(1) When iwas not visited before, mark it as such.
(2) If there are no unexplored edges left in the edge list of i, backtrack to the vertex from which i was reached. Otherwise
traverse the first unexplored edge eij in the edge list of i .
(3) When j was visited before, colour the edge as red and backtrack to i. Otherwise, colour the edge green and go back to
step 1 for vertex j.
(4) If the graph is disconnected, the above procedure will stop after some point while not all edges have been processed. In
this case, choose another root vertex from the remaining edges and repeat the procedure.
In Fig. 1 we give an example of a DFT of a graph. We have represented the latter as a directed graph, this is just to specify
in what order the DFT algorithm processed vertices. As we shall see below, this is also the order in which vertices are to be
coloured. We then have the following result [18].
Theorem. Consider the DFT of an undirected graph G(V , E).
• The edges coloured green by the DFT algorithm form a (set of) spanning tree(s) of G, called a DFT tree. We call these edges tree
edges.
• The edges coloured red by the DFT algorithm always connect two nodes of which one is the ancestor of the other in the DFT
tree. We call these edges back edges.
• The DFT algorithm takes O(|V | + |E|) time and hence is in P.
The distinction between two types of edges will prove to be an important ingredient when colouring a graph. This is easy
to understand:while for a tree edge the colour of the second vertex only is constrained by that of the first, back edges impose
constraints of a different nature. This is already true in classical colouring algorithms, and as we shall see it still holds in the
quantum case.
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Fig. 1. A depth-first traversal of a disconnected graph.
3. An algorithm for 2-colouring
Suppose we have a graph with n vertices, for which we want to establish a 2-colouring. In this section, we present a
quantum algorithm that outputs possible 2-colourings of an arbitrary graph, or the answer that there do not exist any. The
approach we use is to view each edge as a constraint on possible colourings. The idea is then first to generate the set of all
possible colourings when ignoring edges, then incrementally implementing each edge constraint on this set.
One advantage of quantum resources is that one can encode a set (of solutions) as a superposition, allowing for some
amount of parallel processing. In this particular case we encode the vertices of the graph under consideration into the
number of qubits, while the two available colours are encoded into the possible states of the qubits, |0〉 (red) and |1〉 (blue).
Given a graph G(V , E) as in the previous section, we start by generating a superposition of all possible colourings of this
graph when edges are ignored, as follows.
H⊗n|0〉⊗n = 1√
2n
2n−1∑
i=0
|i〉 (4)
where the i is written in binary. For example for two vertices we would have |00〉 + |01〉 + |10〉 + |11〉with normalisation
factor 1/2.
Obviously, for each edge eij ∈ E we cannot have superposition terms containing |00〉ij or |11〉ij, since these have the same
colours assigned to qubits in the ith and jth place. What is required is a quantum operation that precisely eliminates these
terms, whilst leaving the others alone. Our candidate is the bipartite unitary operation Eij, defined by its action on basis
states as follows,
|00〉ij −→ |01〉ij + |00〉ij
|01〉ij −→ |01〉ij − |00〉ij
|10〉ij −→ |10〉ij + |11〉ij
|11〉ij −→ |10〉ij − |11〉ij,
(5)
with normalisation factors 1√
2
on the right. Returning to the example for two vertices and supposing they are connected by
an edge e01, we see that the initial statementioned above ismapped by E01 to |01〉+|10〉. In otherwords, we have eliminated
precisely those terms that represent colourings conflicting with the edge. This is true for arbitrary edges, provided that all
colour combinations for qubits i and j are present in the superposition, and this with equal amplitudes. The latter is ensured
by the form of the unitary, which maps a superposition to one half its size (i.e. with half as many superposition terms) and
changes amplitudes accordingly. The former is satisfied if one endpoint of the edge operation is unprocessed. The way to
ensure this for as many edges as possible is precisely through the DFT of the graph, as explained in Section 2.2. In particular,
one needs to process tree edges in DFT order, while back edges need to be handled in a different manner. Indeed, each
time we encounter a back edge in the DFT of a graph, its endpoints have already been assigned a fixed colour via tree edge
operations. Hence, back edges only determinewhether 2-colourings exist for the graph at all. As a side-effect, thismeans that
we can no longer work with a unitary transformation. Indeed, for each back edge eij consider the projective measurement
Mij with projection operators Oij and I − Oij, where
Oij = |01〉ij〈01| + |10〉ij〈10|
I − Oij = |00〉ij〈00| + |11〉ij〈11|.
(6)
With edges processed in depth-first order this measurement is deterministic. Assuming measurement outcome 0
corresponds to a projection on Oij, and 1 to a projection on I − Oij, this means that it only makes sense to proceed with
the algorithm as long as we measure the value 0. In summary, the algorithm for 2-colouring a graph goes as follows.
Algorithm 1. To establish a 2-colouring of a graph G(V , E) first create the state given in (4). For all edges in E in DFT order,
apply Eij if it is a tree edge andMij if it is a back edge. If at any time outcome 1 is measured, stop; there are no 2-colourings.
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If not, proceed. Measure the final superposition to obtain an arbitrary 2-colouring of the graph, or use the superposition of
all 2-colourings for further processing.
We note that we could have adopted a measurement-based approach to this computation. Indeed, we could have
executed back edge measurements for tree edges as well, with the difference that for tree edges the measurement outcome
is not deterministic. To make it so, we need to insert a correction operation immediately after the measurement. Indeed,
flipping the second qubit jwhen an outcome 1 is measured forMij makes the measurement deterministic, and results in the
same state as the one obtained via Eij. However, in this case one also needs to traverse the graph depth-first, since otherwise
qubit corrections would alter correlations fixed earlier. We rephrase the algorithm according to this second approach using
the measurement calculus, a notation for measurement-based quantum computation [6]. Here, sij is the outcome of the
measurement and X sij denotes the execution of the Pauli flip matrix conditioned on sij.
Algorithm 2. To establish a 2-colouring of a graph G(V , E) first create the state given in (4). For all edges in E in DFT order,
apply X sijMij if it is a tree edge and Mij if it is a back edge. If outcome 1 is measured for a back edge, stop; there are no
2-colourings. If not, proceed. Measure the final superposition to obtain an arbitrary 2-colouring of the graph, or use the
superposition of all 2-colourings for further processing.
Several remarks are in order. First, it seems that when using our approach of imposing edge constraints we cannot get
around a DFT ordering of edges. This mimics the classical situation, where a DFT of the graph and the distinction between
types of edges is also crucial to the algorithm.We stress that we have not started out by looking at classical solutions; rather
the fact that we unearthed the same results suggests that it is a typical property of the problem rather than the solution. As
a result the complexity of our algorithm is no better than the classical case, that is to say in class P [14]. More concretely, as
both the classical and quantum algorithms require establishing the polynomial DFT-algorithm, it is clear thatwe do not have
a polynomial speedup. A precise comparison of algorithm complexities is hard as we are actually solving a slightly different
problem, namely finding all possible colourings at the same time. However, we repeat that our main goal has been that of
discovering useful quantumoperations. On top of this, note that this situation is not unheard of in quantum computation. For
example in [8] it is shown that in the context of quantumwalks, a promising area of algorithmdevelopment and the analogue
of classical random walks, many situations can be implemented efficiently on a classical computer. One crucial difference
with the classical case is that we compute all colourings at once. In principle we could keep the final superposition and use it
to derive properties of all 2-colourings via some other quantum computation. This would typically rely on the entanglement
established in that final state.
4. Approaches to 3-colouring
As we shall see in this section, a straightforward generalisation of the algorithm for 2-colouring to three colours is not
possible. The main reason is one of symmetry. Indeed for 2-colouring at each stage precisely half of the superposition terms
is compatible with the edge that is about to be processed, while the other half is not. The existence and functionality of the
edge unitaries for 2-colouring – and indeed of our second measurement-based solution – relies on precisely this. Moreover,
back edges are easily dealt with, an echo of the classical solution via odd-length loops. Two colours and superpositions
splitting in two are now replaced by three colours and superpositions splitting in 2/3 − 1/3, and this makes the problem
much harder to solve. Back edges will prove to be even more of a problem. This should come as no surprise, as we have
moved from a problem in P to an NP-complete problem. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see how quantum resources are
used in this situation to compute the problem at hand.
Since we now have three colours to deal with we work with 3-dimensional quantum systems or qutrits, such that each
colour red, blue or green is encoded in the possible states of the qutrit, |0〉, |1〉 and |2〉 respectively. Each qutrit represents a
vertex, and again we start out by generating unrestricted colourings,
|ψ1〉 = H⊗n|0〉⊗n = 1√
3n
3n−1∑
i=0
|i〉, (7)
where the i is written in ternary. Next, we need to impose restrictions induced by the edges in the graph, which we do in a
measurement-based way. What is the same as in 2-colouring is the order in which we need to process edges: measurement
corrections may only be carried out on unprocessed vertices, as otherwise we alter correlations between vertex colours
earlier imposed. Keeping this inmind,we again need to proceed in depth-first traversal order of the graph. Themeasurement
Mij for each tree edge eij is a straightforward generalisation of that from the previous section: we just split the Hilbert space
in two subspaces, associated with allowed and disallowed colourings of vertices i and j respectively, and project onto these
subspaces. Concretely, the projection operators read as follows
Oij =(|01〉〈01| + |10〉〈10| + |02〉〈02| + |20〉〈20| + |12〉〈12| + |21〉〈21|)ij
I − Oij =(|00〉〈00| + |11〉〈11| + |22〉〈22|)ij. (8)
As before, the projection operator Oij filters out those colourings which conflict with the edge eij by assigning the same
colour to vertices i and j, this time with three possible colours present. We again assume that the outcome 0 corresponds to
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a projection ontoOij, and 1 to a projection onto I−Oij. However, in this case correcting for thewrongmeasurement outcome
is not as simple as before. The basic reason for this is that with three colours and n vertices, an Mij measurement projects
|ψ1〉 onto either 2/3rd of its terms (outcome 0) or 1/3rd of its terms (outcome 1). In particular the state obtained after an
unwanted projection is given by
1√
3n−1
(|00〉 + |11〉 + |22〉)
3n−2−1∑
i=0
|i〉, (9)
assuming, without loss of generality, that we are processing the first two qubits. We cannot just flip a qubit to correct, since
in this way we can never increase the number of superposition terms. Instead, we use the following unitary transformation,
C = 2
3
X + 2
3
X2 − 1
3
I , (10)
where X is the generalisation of the Pauli X gate to qutrits. When C is applied to (9) we obtain the state
1√
3n−1
2
3
(|01〉 + |10〉 + |02〉 + |20〉 + |12〉 + |21〉)
3n−2−1∑
i=0
|i〉
− 1√
3n−1
1
3
(|00〉 + |11〉 + |22〉)
3n−2−1∑
i=0
|i〉.
(11)
The point of this transformation is that it changes the probabilities with which a subsequent Mij-measurement results in
a successful projection. A projection on the wrong subspace, when it occurs, is remedied by repeating the measurement-
correction cycle. By enough repetitions the probability of obtaining a projection onto Oij can be made arbitrarily close to 1.
Indeed, while for the first measurement there is a 2/3− 1/3rd probability of success-failure, for subsequent measurements
this partitioning is 8/9− 1/9. The probability of failure in round k− 1 is thus
1
3
(
1
9
)k−1
, (12)
which means that the total probability of success in K rounds is given by
2
3
+ 1
9
.
8
9
K∑
k=0
(
1
9
)k
. (13)
Since the limit of this expression for K → ∞ goes to one, this means that we can apply each edge constraint successfully
with arbitrary high probability.
Gathering the above we obtain as a second step for our algorithm the following. For each tree edge eij ∈ E, in depth-
traversal order or the graph, measureMij. If the measurement outcome is 0, do nothing. If it is 1, apply C to qutrit j. Repeat
the measurement-correction cycle until outcome 0 is obtained, then move on to the next tree edge. Thus,
|ψ2〉 = loop[C sTjT MiT jT ] . . . loop[C
s0
j0
Mi0j0 ]|ψ1〉, (14)
where loop denotes the iteration of the measurement-correction cycle and the correction is conditioned on si, the result of
edge measurement of the i-th edge in depth-traversal order.
Remark on the expression for C. Ideally, one would want to have C = 1√
2
(X + X2), as this would give us precisely the
correction we need. Indeed, in this case (9) is mapped onto the state
1√
2.3n−1
(|01〉 + |10〉 + |02〉 + |20〉 + |12〉 + |21〉)
3n−2−1∑
i=0
|i〉. (15)
However, this expression for C is not unitary. When looking for linear combinations aX+bX2+ cI that are unitary such that
a = b ∈ R and c as small as possible, we find that the only solution is the one given in Eq. (10).
Having obtained a state which contains only superposition terms compliant with all tree edges, we turn to back edge
processing. A crucial difference here is that after processing tree edges the obtained state contains terms that are compatible
as well as incompatible with back edges. Therefore, instead of deterministic measurement we need to conjure up another
transformation that deals with these incompatible terms. Of course we can again executeMij-measurements for back edges,
but then we cannot correct without destroying earlier established correlations. Rather, we look to unitary transformations
for eliminating unwanted superposition terms. Taking inspiration from unitary edge operations for 2-colouring defined in
(5), we again try to eliminate ‘‘bad’’ back edge superposition terms. However, whether this is possible at all depends very
much on the situation, and can be analysed to some extent by counting superposition terms. For example if there is only one
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vertex between the endpoints of a back edge, i.e. the back edge loops back on a chain of three vertices, then there exists a
unitary back edge correction. Indeed, consider three vertices i, j and k and a back edge eik in some graphG(V , E), and suppose
|ψ〉 is the quantum state after G’s tree edges have been processed. Then, half the superposition terms in |ψ〉 are compatible
with the back edge, while half are not. We can exploit this fact by defining the unitary back edge operation Eijk as mapping
all basis states onto themselves except for the following,
|c, c ⊕ 1, c〉ijk −→ |c, c ⊕ 1, c ⊕ 2〉ijk − |c, c ⊕ 1, c〉ijk
|c, c ⊕ 1, c ⊕ 2〉ijk −→ |c, c ⊕ 1, c ⊕ 2〉ijk + |c, c ⊕ 1, c〉ijk,
(16)
where c ∈ {0, 1, 2} is some colour and addition ismodulo 2. Note that this operation is operating on three vertices rather that
two. This is a translation of the fact that vertices in the chain are already entangled through three edge operations and thus
we can no longer process the endpoints of the back edge separately from intermediary ones. My conjecture is that also for
back edges connecting longer chains all intermediary verticeswill figure in the associated back edge operations. However, in
these situations an operation of the type above does not generally work, and this is because the numbers change. For a back
edge connecting a chain of four vertices 3/4-ths of the superpositions terms are compatible with the back edge, and so there
is still some degree of symmetry. A straightforward adaptation of the procedure aboveworks but changes amplitudes, hence
one can use it only once at the end of the computation. Whether or not a repeatable unitary exists needs to be investigated,
and may very well be based on group theoretic arguments. But in some cases the number of ‘‘good’’ superposition terms is
not even a factor of the total number of terms, and hence we need to depart completely from the type of unitaries suggested
here.
5. Conclusion
In the above, we tackled the problem of colouring a graph with quantum resources. The approach we have used is to see
each edge of a graph as a constraint to be imposed on a set of already established colourings. Our main goal was to establish
an initial set of quantum representations and operations suitable for the problem at hand. In doing this, we have relied on
unitary as well as measurement-based quantum computations. At the same time, of course, our goal had been to solve these
problems as well. We have thus established a polynomial-time algorithm for 2-colouring a graph. This is no improvement
over the classical case, though our algorithm is able to compute all colourings in parallel. For 3-colouring we have found a
partial solution, which is capable of processing a large number – but not all – edges. In both cases, we have rediscovered
the distinction between types of edges that one finds in classical colouring algorithms, though we have not imposed them
beforehand. This indicates that these relate to properties of the problem rather than of its solution.
That we have found no solution for 3-colouring should come as no surprise. After all it is anNP-complete problem, and in
our approach of one operator per edge a full solution would most probably imply a polynomial one. While no formal proof
exists, the statement that NP * BQP, where BQP is the class of problems efficiently solved by a quantum computer, is one
of these unproved statements that is assumed by many complexity theorists to be true [1]. The fact that NP * BQP holds
relative to an oracle [3] is certainly the strongest indication, though it is by no means conclusive. Note that this result does
tell us that there is no brute force quantum algorithm for problems in NP, and thus that we have to exploit the structure of
the problem if we want to find an efficient algorithm — as we have done by using the precise definition of the graph in the
algorithm. In spite of these remarkswe chose to investigate anNP-complete problem for developing quantum computations
in the suitable domain of graph algorithms, since we have the added advantage of possibly enlightening some quantum
complexity issues as well.
As we have only a partial solution to 3-colouring, one of the first things to do is develop our algorithm further, ideally to
a full solution. Particular types of graphs need to be looked at. This will result in new types of typical quantum operations,
but possibly also in efficient colouring algorithms for families of graphs not known how to colour efficiently classically. For
example in [4] an artificially constructed graph family allows for an exponential speedup of a quantum walk algorithm;
does this type of graph result in anything special in our setting? We should also look to colouring graphs with k colours,
investigating if and howwe can generalise the approaches exhibited above. A different axis of generalisation is found in the
context of other graph algorithms. Here we may draw inspiration from existing approaches, such as for example adiabatic
quantum algorithms for typically hard problems such as 3SAT. We note, however, that it is not clear at themoment how our
approach relates to adiabatic quantum computation [9], as themodel is very different fromwhat we are trying to push here.
Further down the line, we would like to work towards typical applications from the paradigm of answer set programming
(ASP) on the whole. Indeed, one inspiration for this article has been to use ASP as a basis for the development of a quantum
computing paradigm. We hope to contribute to all these issues in forthcoming work.
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